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ParetoLogic PC Health Advisor 
The Ultimate All-In-One PC Performance Software 

 

 
PC Health Advisor – The tools you need to improve performance 

 

 
Our advanced suite of tools powers up your PC!

  Key Product Features: 

• Kill active malware processes 

• Optimize memory 
 
• Get faster start-ups by managing Startup items 

 
• Boost speed by customizing Windows settings 

 
• Save valuable disk space by deleting temporary, 

duplicate and junk files 
 
• Protect privacy and performance by clearing out 

Internet history and cache 
 

• Improve performance and stop errors by cleaning the 
Windows Registry 

 
Is your computer slow? 
There are so many problems that can hurt your PC. It used to be hard to fix 
all of the causes of PC slowdowns, erratic performance and instability. Now, 
there’s PC Health Advisor. This advanced utility is a fully stocked toolbox 
featuring what you need to optimize your computer and the expertise to get 
the job done right.  
 
Optimize your computer’s performance 
PC Health Advisor tackles all of your PC’s performance issues. This includes 
scans to optimize memory use, clean the Windows Registry and find and  
remove temporary, duplicate and unneeded files. PC Health Advisor also  
removes your cache and history to protect your privacy and improve Internet 
browsing speed. The Browser Helper Object (BHO) editor helps you easily  
remove unwanted browser add-ons.    
 
Loaded with tools 
PC Health Advisor puts the power in your hands by collecting the tools that 
every computer user should have. You can tweak as much or as little as  
you want. For example, the handy Startup Manager lets you save resources 
and speed up your Windows start times. Plus, you can fine tune other Windows 
settings to squeeze extra speed from your system. 
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